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Recently, President Vinicio Cerezo has expressed willingness to renew peace talks with the rebel
group, Guatemalan National Revolutionary Union (URNG). A meeting between the URNG and
the National Reconciliation Commission established under provisions of the regional peace
accords signed in August last year will reportedly take place in San Jose, Costa Rica. Dates for the
meeting have not yet been determined. According to Bishop Rodolfo Quezada, president of the
Commission and the Guatemalan Bishops Conference, the meeting "will establish procedures
that further on down the line could result in a direct dialogue of the URNG with government
sectors." On Jan. 29, the bishops issued a public statement calling on the government and the
rebels to resume "dialogue." A similar round of talks took place in Madrid in October last year. The
URNG immediately accepted the initiative as well as the offer of mediation made by Metropolitan
Archbishop Prospero Penados del Barrio. The response by the government and armed forces was
that the guerrillas must disarm and accept amnesty. No new talks, it was said, were necessary. The
URNG then appealed for the direct intervention of Costa Rican President Oscar Arias, and the
Guatemalan Center for Political Studies (CEDEP), to pressure Cerezo for resumption of peace talks.
Arias responded favorably. On March 29, he met with a URNG delegation led by Rodrigo Asturias
(aka Commander Gaspar Ilom), a member of the guerrillas' general command. The Costa Rican
president offered to mediate the discussions in the form of making arrangements for the talks to
take place in San Jose in mid-April. Arias' actions reportedly eased Cerezo's fears. During an official
visit in Mexico in late March, Cerezo stated that his government had "never dictated the condition
that the URNG disarm, but rather that they publicly show their willingness to participate in the
political process." Although denying he had agreed to a high-level dialogue with the guerrillas,
the president stated that the Reconciliation Commission could make contact with the rebels at any
time in order to discuss the necessary steps for their peaceful participation in Guatemala's domestic
democratization process. The reaction by the non-partisan CEDEP was also favorable. Center
representatives agreed to arrange a meeting of "political leaders and distinguished citizens" with
the URNG in San Jose. [Basic data from 04/15/88 issue of "Pensamiento Proprio," a publication of
the Regional Coordination for Economic and Social Research of Central America and the Caribbean
(CRIES), Managua.]
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